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Feline Reaction Information: multiple choice 
 

Please note we want to know what your cat does when you routinely interact with it. If 

you do not know how your cat would react in the following scenarios, please do not 

attempt to find out, just write NA. 

KEY NR = no reaction, S = stare, B = bite, H = hiss, howl, growl, vocalise (not purr), SW = 

swat/scratch, P = piloerect (fur up)/arch/puff up, TS = swish or twitch tail, WD = withdraw, 

NA = not applicable. 

Please put a Y in any boxes that are applicable. Please DO NOT add your own options 

We will discuss your answers during the assessment 

Scenario: NR  S  B  H  SW  P  TS  WD  NA  

1. Take cat's food dish with food           

2. Take cat's empty food dish           

3. Take cat's water dish           

4. Take food (human) that falls on floor           

5. Take real bone           

6. Take food treat           

7. Take toy           

8. Human approaches cat while eating           

9. Another cat approaches cat while eating           

10. Human approaches cat while playing 
with toys  

         

11. Another cat approaches cat while playing 
with toys  

         

12. Dog approaches cat while eating           

13. Dog approaches cat while playing with 
toys  

         

14. Human walks past cat in doorways           

15. Human approaches/disturbs cat while 
sleeping  

         

16. Cat approaches/disturbs cat while 
sleeping  

         

17. Step over cat           

18. Push cat off bed/couch           

19. Reach toward cat           

20. Reach over head           

21. Put on harness or collar           



Scenario: NR  S  B  H  SW  P  TS  WD  NA  

22. Push on shoulders or rump           

23. Pet cat when in lap           

24. Pet cat when not in lap           

25. Towel when wet           

26. Bathe cat           

27. Groom cat’s head           

28. Groom cat's body           

29. Trim cat’s nails           

30. Stare at          

31. Stranger enters room          

32. Cat in yard - person passes          

33. Cat in yard - dog passes          

34. Dog enters room where cat is          

35. Human physically carries cat          

36. Cat in vet's office          

37. Cat in boarding kennel          

38. Withdraw or withhold 
affection/attention 

         

Methods NR  S  B  H  SW  P  TS  WD  NA  

1. Cat shouted at          

2. Physically moved           

3. Physical punishment (scruffing, hit)          

4. Threatened          

5. Put outside or into another room          

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Miscellaneous 
Please answer Yes or No. Any yes answers please include notes 

 

 Yes No Comments 

Any destruction of objects or 
anything else via chewing, 
sucking, eliminating on them? 

   

Mouth, bite, suck or nip 
anything or anyone? 

   

Excessive vocalisation? 
   

Any changes in sleeping habits 
   

Any changes in locomotory 
(movement) behaviours? i.e., 
jumping on/off furniture, 
circling, tail chasing? 

   

Excessive grooming? 
   

Stare, pounce or track things 
that don’t seem to be there? 

   

Have any noise sensitivities 
   

Have any fears, or panics 
   

Display shyness, or timidity 
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